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Blending modern, chic designs with traditional sensibilities, the architecture and decor of Bali is the
gold standard for tropical living. A thatched Balinese bale', overlooking a panorama of rice fields and
open to the evening breeze, or a courtyard that combines temple carving with relaxing, recreational
lounging space are enduring features of a distinctive "Bali-style". Shimmering pavilions, open
verandahs, living rooms that invite the outside landscaping inâ€”all are part of the Balinese tropical
living experience. This book focuses on these timeless features and shows the new and exciting
ways in which they are being interpreted. All the contemporary villas, resort bungalows, shops,
restaurants and other buildings in the book, most never photographed before are new additions to
the Bali scene. Each is unique, and, most importantly, characterized by a distinctly modern feel.
Cleaner lines, more imaginative use of space, sharp angles, and the use of stone, concrete and
ceramic roof tiles, are increasingly visible along with the coconut wood, teak and thatching. Stunning
color photographs depict the residences set within their natural landscapes; architectural details;
and a stunning array of individual interiors. Meticulous text compiled by an expert in tropical design,
relates the various stages of the development of this new, international style, and complements the
fascinating array of interiors featured.
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Many westerners have set up homes in Bali, which have long been a magnet for western
culture-hound. Here,writer and photographer showcase what the island's most inspiring examples of
contemporary residences, shops, restaurants and of course the beautiful resorts that Bali is

renowned. The work is well researched, featuring architectural and interior detailing of cross cultural
legacy and an amalgamation of both modern and traditional. The text includes little stories of origins
and legends. And as always, Lucca Invernizzi Tettoni's superb photography, mostly outdoor shots
of the creme de la creme of Bali's private and resort landscaped gardens. This work captured all
parts of the Balinese tropical living experience, proving why Bali is often remembered as the place
to rejuvenate the soul.

This is just what the doctor ordered for enthusiasts of tropical decor and culture. By focusing on the
use of modern (alibet, longer lasting) building materials with techniques designed to provide a
tropical ambiance is neat. It's not something that I have found elsewhere. It would also be nice to
provide some interior decorating schemes to be translated into the American shopping market using
or importing accessories from the Bali region or using alternative sources for the "tropical" look from
other areas, i. e., the British West Indies, the Caribbean, major U.S. catalogues, etc.Thanks for the
opportunity to comment.

Great photography and awesome scenarios. It really brings the feeling of being in Bali. And the
decorations show the artistic side of the new interiors of the open living. It inspires my clients when
they come inside my furniture store. Of the books I have from Bali, this is certainly the encyclopedia
of interior design!

Wonderful book Great price...I was at Dempasar Airport and the book was over $60 Au so I waited
till I got home and bought it from you. I want to build a Bali House in the Tropics where I live so this
book will be very helpful.
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